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Inbound Mail 
Processing Equipment

Tritek field-proven technology 
processes all types of inbound 
mail - letters, flats, newspapers 
and magazines. 
Tritek sorters read all types of printed or 

handwritten mail in any orientation. Our 

unique, duplex (2-sided) imaging system 

reads addresses on the front or back side 

of mail pieces. Use Tritek systems to image, 

read and sort inbound mail. Just a few of many 

system options include: barcoding, track, 

trace and forwarding. Company mail can be 

delivered digitally via e-mail. Our systems 

can interface with your company’s employee 

database for special delivery needs such 

as employees no longer with the company 

or generic addressed mail pieces such 

as phone bills, statements or return mail.
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  “Leading Edge”  
Mail Processing Equipment

Cut mail processing and delivery times by 50% 
while reducing mail processing costs

Highly configurable systems, field tested, and 
designed with features  
and options to meet your inbound mail 
processing requirements

Successfully deployed at Fortune 100 and 500 
Companies, and various government institutions
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Process up to 20,000  
letters per hour
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NOMAD 007 Portable Inbound  
Mail Processing
• Portable OCR   •  Specialized letter mail processing

• 10,000/hour    •  Sorting bins available

• Small foot print   •  Reject processing

For inbound and outbound mail, at the core of our NOMAD series is a 
portable desktop OCR system with automatic feeding of pages and/
or mail pieces. The NOMAD 007 reads both script and handwritten 
characters and uses the same field-proven components as our other 
systems.  Images are scanned with a high resolution camera and OCR  
and are electronically stored in color, gray-scale or black and white in tif, 
jpeg or pdf files. The Nomad can be configured with up to eight sorting 
bins. for inbound mail. The user can specify which programs to sort upon: 
barcode, OCR or name, room number, floor, department or post office 
box.  For outbound mail, the NOMAD can be used to print on a delivery 
point barcode for hard to read mail pieces or mail pieces that require 
barcodes for presort applications. The NOMAD can print IMB barcode 
or any other type barcode the postal service requires.This portable unit 
includes a stand with wheels. The Nomad is easy to use, reliable and 
uses standard electric 120-volt AC wall outlets.

91-5 Ultrasorter
• High Resolution Omni  

Directional OCR
         • Inbound

         • Outbound

• Mixed mail

The 91-5 Ultrasorter is a modular, high speed system designed to 
automate incoming, interoffice and outgoing mail. The Ultrasorter can 
process all types of mail, from letters to flats, simultaneously. The 
Ultrasorter’s patented design delivers unequaled material handling 
capability. The Ultrasorter’s reading systems utilize the latest state-
of-the-ar t electronic imaging. Our unique 2-sided duplex scanner 
reads all printed or handwritten mail in any orientation - regardless of 
how the mail is faced. Advanced OCR and mail processing software 
provides the ultimate in end-user configurability. The 91-5 Ultrasorter 
has various automation plan configurations to accommodate your 
unique mail room needs.


